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5 shape (n) the outline of something 形狀
5 lanky (adj) ungracefully tall and thin 瘦長而難看的
5 pointed (adj) having a sharp end 尖的
5 hooked (adj) curved 鉤狀的
6 shave (v) to remove body hair using a sharp tool 剃
6 circus (n) a group of travelling performers, usually including trained animals 馬戲團
6 language (n) a system of speaking and writing 語言
8 stretch (v) to extend part of your body 伸展
8 cage (n) a container made of wires or bars 籠子
10 muscle (n) a body part that covers your bones and makes you move 肌肉
10 sting (v) to cause sharp pain which does not last for too long 刺痛
10 scratch (v) to rub your skin with your nails 搔癢

10 tiny (adj) very small 細小的
10 voice (n) the sound you make when you speak 嗓音
10 search (v) to look for 尋找
12 catch (n) a game in which a child tries to chase and tag other children 捉人遊戲
15 give up (phr v) to stop trying 放棄
15 tire out (phr v) to make someone very tired 使筋疲力盡
17 remind (v) to make someone think of something in their memory 使回想起

17 duh-brain (n) a fool 笨蛋
18 gobble up (phr v) to eat a large amount of food quickly 狼吞虎嚥
18 tremble (v) to shake slightly because you feel cold or frightened 發抖
18 fierce (adj) likely to attack 兇惡的
18 instead (adv) on the contrary 反而
18 snuggle (v) to move to a warm and comfortable position 挨近
18 cuddle (n) a hug 擁抱

20 flea (n)
a very small jumping insect which feeds on the blood of animals and 
humans 跳蚤

21 shame (n) something that you wish had happened differently 令人惋惜的事
23 look forward to (phr v) to feel excited about something that is going to happen 盼望

23 monkey business (n) naughty behaviour 惡作劇、胡鬧的把戲

26 mix up (phr v) to confuse something with another 誤認
26 ghost (n) the spirit of a dead person 鬼魂
26 haunted (adj) with ghosts appearing regularly 鬧鬼的
27 protect (v) to keep someone safe from injury 保護
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29 hike (n) a long walk for exercise or pleasure 遠足
29 meadow (n) a field with grass and flowers growing in it 草地

37 horrid (adj) unkind 不友善的
37 cosmic (adj) related to the part of space outside the Earth 外太空的
37 shrivel (v) to make something smaller 使縮小
37 squash (v) to make something flat by pressing it hard 壓扁
37 grotty (adj) ugly or unpleasant 令人不愉快的
37 screech (v) to make a high-pitched or harsh scream 發出尖叫聲

38 facial expression (n) the look on someone’s face 表情

40 paw (n) the foot of an animal such as a cat or a bear 腳掌
40 burrow (n) a hole or tunnel in the ground in which some animals live 洞穴

41 boa (n)
a large, strong snake that kills animals by wrapping itself around them and 
crushing them 巨蟒

42 savannah (n) a large piece of grassland 稀樹草原
42 belly (n) the part of the body containing the stomach 肚子
42 meerkat (n) a small, grey Southern African animal 南非狐獴

42 rhinoceros (n)
a very large, thick-skinned animal that has one or two horns on its nose 
犀牛
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